Read for This Week’s Study: Romans 10, 11.

Memory Text: “I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God forbid. For I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin” (Romans 11:1).

This week’s lesson covers Romans 10 and 11, with a focus especially on chapter 11. It’s important to read both chapters in their entirety in order to continue to follow Paul’s line of thinking.

These two chapters have been, and remain, the focal point of much discussion. One point, however, comes clear through them all, and that is God’s love for humanity and His great desire to see all humanity saved. There is no corporate rejection of anyone for salvation. Romans 10 makes it very clear that “there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek” (Rom. 10:12)—all are sinners and all need God’s grace as given to the world through Jesus Christ. This grace comes to all—not by nationality, not by birth, and not by works of the law but by faith in Jesus, who died as the Substitute for sinners everywhere. Roles may change, but the basic plan of salvation never does.

Paul continues with this theme in chapter 11. Here, too, as stated earlier, it’s important to understand that when Paul talks about election and calling, the issue isn’t one of salvation but one of the role in God’s plan for reaching the world. No one group has been rejected for salvation; that was never the issue. Instead, after the Cross, and after the introduction of the gospel to the Gentiles, particularly through Paul, the early movement of believers—both Jew and Gentile—took on the mantle of evangelizing the world.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, September 11.*
The End of the Law

Read Romans 10:1–4. Keeping in mind all that came before, what’s the message here? How could we, today, be in danger of seeking to establish our “own righteousness”?

Legalism can come in many forms, some more subtle than others. Those who look to themselves, to their good deeds, to their diet, to how strictly they keep the Sabbath, to all the bad things they don’t do, or to the good things that they have achieved—even with the best of intentions—are falling into the trap of legalism. We must every moment of our lives keep before us the holiness of God in contrast to our sinfulness; that’s the surest way to protect ourselves from the kind of thinking that leads folk into seeking their “own righteousness,” which is contrary to the righteousness of Christ.

Romans 10:4 is an important text that catches the essence of Paul’s entire message to the Romans. First, we need to know the context. Many Jews were “going about to establish their own righteousness” (Rom. 10:3) and seeking “the righteousness which is of the law” (Rom. 10:5). But with the coming of the Messiah, the true way of righteousness was presented. Righteousness was offered to all who would fix their faith in Christ. He was the one to whom the ancient ceremonial system had pointed.

Even if one includes in the definition of law here the Ten Commandments, this doesn’t mean that the Ten Commandments were done away with. The moral law points out our sins, our faults, and our shortcomings and thus leads us to our need of a Savior, our need of forgiveness, our need of righteousness, all of which are found only in Jesus. In that sense, Christ is the “end” of the law, in that the law leads us to Him and His righteousness. The Greek word for “end” here is teloes, which also can be translated “goal” or “purpose.” Christ is the final purpose of the law, in that the law is to lead us to Jesus.

To see this text as teaching that the Ten Commandments—or specifically the fourth (what folk really mean)—are now nullified is to draw a conclusion that goes against so much else of what Paul and the New Testament teach.

Do you ever find yourself proud about how good you are, especially in contrast to others? Maybe you are “better,” but so what? Compare yourself to Christ, and then think about how “good” you really are.
The Lesson in Brief

**Key Text:** Romans 11:5, 6

**The Student Will:**
- **Know:** Recognize that if God can graft in others to fulfill His plan, He just as readily can replace any unbelieving graft with original stock that learns to believe; salvation for all is His ultimate goal.
- **Feel:** Sense that God’s overarching purpose is to show mercy and to save all whom He can.
- **Do:** Extend mercy and compassion to both Gentile and Jew alike, as God does.

**Learning Outline:**

I. **Know: Stock or Graft**
   - A Why must we, whether we are Jews or Gentiles, acknowledge that our status with God rests on our acceptance of God’s works and abandonment of our own ways?
   - B How should we, who are grafted on as children of the promise, treat the promise that gives us status as God’s children?
   - C How should we treat those to whom the promise originally was given?

II. **Feel: Mercy**
   - A Why are all, Gentile or Jew, equally undeserving of God’s salvation and equally blessed by His mercy? By extension, what does this truth teach us about how we are to relate to one another?
   - B What experiences with God’s mercy have both Gentiles and Jews had? Why is it important not to gloat in our advantages but to realize the responsibilities that God’s gifts of mercy place upon us?

III. **Do: Being a Vessel of God’s Mercy**
   - A How does our experience with God’s mercy help us extend mercy to others?

**Summary:** In the end, both Jews and Gentiles have been called to share the gospel with the world.
The Election of Grace

**Read** Romans 11:1–7. What common teaching does this passage clearly and irrevocably deny?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

In the first part of his answer to the question, “Hath God cast away his people?” Paul points to a remnant, an election of grace, as proof that God has not cast away His people. Salvation is open for all who accept it, Jew and Gentile alike.

It should be remembered that the early converts to Christianity were all Jews—for example, the group that was converted on the Day of Pentecost. It took a special vision and miracle to convince Peter that the Gentiles had equal access to the grace of Christ (*Acts 10; compare Acts 15:7–9*) and that the gospel was to be carried to them, as well.

**Read** Romans 11:7–10. Is Paul saying that God purposely blinded to salvation the part of Israel that rejected Jesus? What’s wrong with that idea?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

In these verses, Paul quotes from the Old Testament, which the Jews accepted as authoritative. The passages that Paul cites represent God as giving to Israel a spirit of slumber, preventing their seeing and hearing. Does God blind people’s eyes to prevent them from seeing light that would lead them to salvation? Never! These passages must be understood in the light of our explanation of Romans 9. Paul is not talking of individual salvation, for God rejects no one group *en masse* for salvation. The issue here, instead, as it has been all along, deals with the role that these folk play in His work.

**What is so wrong with the idea that God has rejected *en masse* any group of people in terms of salvation? Why is that counter to the whole teaching of the gospel, which at the core shows that Christ died to save all human beings? How, for example, in the case of the Jews, has this idea led to tragic results?**
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

**Key Concept for Spiritual Growth:** God’s grace is sufficient to restore us when we fail His purpose and His plan.

**Activity:** Read this parable and discuss: One night, while the carpenter was away, the toolbox opened, and the tools began to discuss their existence and purpose. The screwdriver lamented that she quietly was used and seldom noticed. The saw also was disenchanted with his purpose, noting that other saws had gone on to become musical instruments and did not have to put up with the sawdust. The wrench complained that he outshined many hood ornaments and felt denigrated when used to work with nuts. The hammer boasted that she had the highest pedigree, being crafted of the finest hickory and stainless steel. Why was she subjected to constant contact with the common iron found in nails? Other tools spoke about their superiority or how the carpenter favored them. None, however, wanted to be used for the purpose for which they had been created. Eventually, many tools plotted their escape. In the morning the carpenter noticed that many of his tools were missing. Of course, this slowed his work. Months passed. Gradually, the carpenter found his tools. The hammer was rusty. The saw was dull, and the screwdriver was bent. The wrench never was located. Meanwhile, the carpenter had replaced some of the missing tools but was unwilling to throw the rusty, bent, dull ones away. He painstakingly restored them. One night the tools were overheard. There was sadness over the wrench, who never had come back, but more rejoicing over the carpenter who had restored the others to usefulness.

**Consider This:** What are the earmarks of legalistic religion? How does legalism impede evangelism? What roadblocks must be removed for God to restore His original purpose?

STEP 2—Explore

**Just for Teachers:** Individuals, bent on establishing their own righteousness, impede rather than facilitate God’s saving purpose. How can we avoid both the pitfalls of legalism and license (the “anything goes” philosophy)?
The Grafted Branch

Read Romans 11:11–15. What great hope does Paul present in these verses?

In these verses, we find two parallel expressions: (1) “their [the Israelites’] fulness” (vs. 12), and (2) “the receiving of them [the Israelites]” (vs. 15). Paul envisioned the diminishing and the casting away to be only temporary and to be followed by fullness and reception. This is Paul’s second answer to the question raised at the beginning of this chapter, “Hath God cast away his people?” What appears to be a casting away, he says, is only a temporary situation.

Read Romans 11:16–24. What is Paul saying to us here?

Paul likens the faithful remnant in Israel to a noble olive tree, some of whose branches have been broken off (the unbelieving ones)—an illustration he used to prove that “God hath not cast away his people” (vs. 2). The root and trunk are still there.

Into this tree the believing Gentiles have been grafted. But they are drawing their sap and vitality from the root and trunk, which represent believing Israel.

What happened to those who rejected Jesus could happen also to the believing Gentiles. The Bible teaches no doctrine of “once saved, always saved.” Just as salvation is freely offered, it freely can be rejected. Though we have to be careful of thinking that every time we fall we are out of salvation, or that unless we are perfect we aren’t saved, we need to avoid the opposite ditch as well—the idea that once God’s grace covers us, there is nothing we can do, no choices we can make, that will take the provision of salvation away from us. In the end, only those who “continue in his goodness” (vs. 22) will be saved.

No believer should boast of his or her own goodness or feel any superiority over his or her fellow human beings. Our salvation was not earned; it is a gift. Before the Cross, before the standard of God’s holiness, we all are equal: sinners in need of divine grace, sinners in need of a holiness that can be ours only through grace. We have nothing of ourselves to boast about; our boasting should be only in Jesus and what He has done for us by coming into this world in human flesh, suffering our woes, dying for our sins, offering us a model for how we are to live, and promising us the power to live that life. In it all, we are completely dependent upon Him, for without Him we would have no hope beyond what this world itself offers.
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

Bible Commentary

I. The End of the Law (Review Romans 10:1–4 with the class.)

This passage is not saying that God has abolished the Ten Commandments or the Old Testament. The Greek word for “end” means ending in the sense of “finish line,” the “goal” toward which movement is directed, as in “outcome.” In other words, the teaching of the Torah (Moses’ books), including the Ten Commandments, leads us to the finish line, who is Christ. Far from leading to license—“do anything you want because God ditched the Ten Commandments”—Paul establishes the value of the Torah, specifically, and the Old Testament, generally, in pointing us to Christ.

Consider This: Can the idea that the Ten Commandments have been abolished be reconciled with Jesus’ testimony in Matthew 5:17–19? Justify your response.

II. The Grafted Branch (Review Romans 11:11–24 with the class.)

Knowing that the heart is deceitful, Paul cautions the Gentile believers. He does not want them to be ensnared by the entitlement attitude of his Jewish brothers. To prevent this mistake, he reminds them that they were grafted branches; the Jewish branches had been removed for one cause—that of disbelief. Clearly, the Gentiles could be removed for the same reason. The determining factor for all was trust. Those who continued trusting were “in,” and those who ceased trusting were “out,” regardless of ethnic background. Once again, Paul undercut the entitlement attitude that divided the Roman church.

Consider This: How do we address the entitlement attitude (“Do things my way—I’m a fifth-generation member”) that still plagues churches? How do genuine conversion and evangelistic activities mitigate the human tendency toward exclusiveness?

STEP 3—Apply

Just for Teachers: Even with the best intentions, we can lose sight of the purpose of the church, turn inward, and trust in our goodness rather than in God’s. At that point we need His grace more than ever,
A Mystery Revealed

Read Romans 11:25–27. What great events is Paul predicting here?

Christians have been discussing and debating these few verses for centuries now. A few points, however, are clear. For starters, the whole tenor here is that of God reaching out to the Jews. What Paul is saying comes in reply to the question raised at the beginning of the chapter, “Hath God cast away his people?” His answer, of course, is no, and his explanation is (1) that the blindness (Greek porosis, “hardness”) is only “in part,” and (2) that it is only temporary, “until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in.”

What does “the fulness of the Gentiles” mean? Many see this phrase as a way of expressing the fulfillment of the gospel commission, in which all the world hears the gospel. “The fulness of the Gentiles” has come in when the gospel has been preached everywhere. The faith of Israel, manifested in Christ, is universalized. The gospel has been preached to all the world. The coming of Jesus is near. At this point, then, many Jews start coming to Jesus.

Another difficult point is the meaning of “all Israel shall be saved” (vs. 26). This must not be construed to mean every Jew will by some divine decree have salvation in the end time. Nowhere do the Scriptures preach universalism, either for the entire human race or for a particular segment. Paul was hoping to save “some of them” (vs. 14). Some accepted the Messiah, some rejected Him, as it is with all people groups.

Commenting on Romans 11, Ellen White speaks of a time “in the closing proclamation of the gospel” when “many of the Jews . . . will by faith receive Christ as their Redeemer.”—Ellen G. White, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 381.

“There is a mighty work to be done in our world. The Lord has declared that the Gentiles shall be gathered in, and not the Gentiles only, but the Jews. There are among the Jews many who will be converted, and through whom we shall see the salvation of God go forth as a lamp that burneth. There are Jews everywhere, and to them the light of present truth is to be brought. There are among them many who will come to the light, and who will proclaim the immutability of the law of God with wonderful power.”—Ellen G. White, Evangelism, p. 578.

Take some time to think about the Jewish roots of the Christian faith. How could a selective study of the Jewish religion help you better understand your Christian faith?
and He promises it! While God promises to restore us when we turn from our deviation, how can we stay true to the mission from the start?

**Activity:** Read the following dialogue between the delivery truck (DT) and the parade float (PF) and discuss ways to stay on the right track.

**PF.** Hey, little guy, you want to get in the big show?
**DT.** The what?
**PF.** The parade.
**DT.** Oh . . . Why?
**PF.** To show off, guy. What were you thinking? Say, what are you doing now?
**DT.** I’m a delivery truck . . . You know, I deliver stuff that people need.
**PF.** Really? Like, who ever notices? I’m not trying to be critical, but your tires are worn out, your windshield’s dusty, and your bed’s a mess. Is it worth it?
**DT.** True, most people don’t appreciate the deliveries; but sometimes you meet the family that just couldn’t live without *that* package, and that’s so rewarding!
**PF.** Sounds like work. Hey, look, I stay in a nice heated garage with stained-glass windows and a staff dedicated to keeping me polished and presentable. All I have to do is drag the float a few times before adoring crowds. I’m not boasting, but it’s a fact—there’s lots of applause. Want to sign on?
**DT.** I don’t know. It looks like an awfully big burden to pull.
**PF.** No sweat! It only *looks* substantial, but there’s really not much to it. There’s a frame covered with lightweight chicken wire to make it *look* big. We deck the wire out in flower petals so that it looks impressive. Only problem is that the petals decompose after a couple of days, and it looks shabby and stinks.
**DT.** What do you do then?
**PF.** We hide it in the warehouse and redo it. By the time people see it again it’s OK. They never know the difference.
**DT.** Sounds like an awful lot of work to keep up appearances.
**PF.** Yeah, but how many first-place ribbons do you get from pretty girls in your business? Check out my portfolio!
The Salvation of Sinners

Paul’s love for his own people is clearly apparent in these verses. How hard it must have been for him to have some of his countrymen fight against him and against the truth of the gospel. And yet, amid it all, he still believed that many would see Jesus as the Messiah.

Read Romans 11:28–36. How does Paul show God’s love, not just for the Jews but for all humanity? How does he here express the amazing and mysterious power of God’s grace?

All through these verses, though a contrast is made between Jews and Gentiles, one point stands clear: God’s mercy and love and grace are poured out upon sinners. From even before the foundation of the world, God’s plan was to save humanity and to use other human beings, nations even, as instruments in His hands to fulfill His divine will.

Read carefully and prayerfully verse 31. What important point should we take from this text about our witness, not just to Jews but to all people with whom we come in contact?

No doubt, through the centuries, had the Christian church treated the Jews better, many more might have come to their Messiah. The great falling away in the early centuries after Christ, and the extreme paganization of Christianity—including the rejection of the seventh-day Sabbath in favor of Sunday—certainly didn’t make it any easier on a Jew who might have been drawn to Jesus.

How crucial, then, that all Christians, realizing the mercy that has been given to them in Jesus, display that mercy to others. We can’t be Christians if we don’t (see Matt. 18:23–36).

Is there someone to whom you need to show mercy, who perhaps doesn’t deserve it? Why not show this person that mercy, no matter how hard that might be? Isn’t that what Jesus has done for us?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

DT. Thanks, but no thanks.  
PF, awkward silence. You know, I used to be in deliveries myself. Then I found this parade and show gig . . . I kinda miss just being real. Back then it wasn’t about me. It was all about the package . . . I guess you can’t go back though.  
DT. You never know, big guy. I think the boss is still looking for guys like the real you.

Application Questions:

1 How do we avoid a pharisaical focus on our accomplishments and appearances?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2 Why is the desire for admiration sometimes stronger than the call to service?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3 How is evangelistic fervor rekindled once we have been disengaged from God’s mission?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4—Create

Just for Teachers: There are times for action. When we think of the church’s mission, we usually think of actions. However, even in the context of evangelism, we need quiet reflection to look into the mirror of our own souls. Close the study with a quiet period in which members ask themselves how much time they devote to keeping up appearances versus delivering the message.

Activity: Because this is an individual activity, it may be completed at home. Ask members to list their weekly activities and future plans and dreams. Have them categorize which ones are more about keeping up appearances and which are more about delivering the message. Ask them to contemplate what they will do with the information.

“Notwithstanding Israel’s failure as a nation, there remained among them a goodly remnant of such as should be saved. At the time of the Saviour’s advent there were faithful men and women who had received with gladness the message of John the Baptist, and had thus been led to study anew the prophecies concerning the Messiah. When the early Christian church was founded, it was composed of these faithful Jews who recognized Jesus of Nazareth as the one for whose advent they had been longing.”—Ellen G. White, The Acts of the Apostles, pp. 376, 377.

“Among the Jews are some who, like Saul of Tarsus, are mighty in the Scriptures, and these will proclaim with wonderful power the immutability of the law of God. . . . As His servants labor in faith for those who have long been neglected and despised, His salvation will be revealed.”—Ellen G. White, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 381.

“In the closing proclamation of the gospel, when special work is to be done for classes of people hitherto neglected, God expects His messengers to take particular interest in the Jewish people whom they find in all parts of the earth. As the Old Testament Scriptures are blended with the New in an explanation of Jehovah’s eternal purpose, this will be to many of the Jews as the dawn of a new creation, the resurrection of the soul. As they see the Christ of the gospel dispensation portrayed in the pages of the Old Testament Scriptures, and perceive how clearly the New Testament explains the Old, their slumbering faculties will be aroused, and they will recognize Christ as the Saviour of the world. Many will by faith receive Christ as their Redeemer.”—Ellen G. White, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 381.

Discussion Questions:

1 In the last days, as God’s law and especially the Sabbath come into sharp focus, is it not reasonable to think that the Jews—many of them as serious about the Ten Commandments as Adventists are—will have a role in helping to clarify some issues before the world? Discuss.

2 Why should, of all churches, the Adventist Church be the one most successful in reaching out to Jews? What can you or your local church do in seeking to reach Jews in your community, if anything?

3 What can we learn from the mistakes of many in ancient Israel? How can we avoid doing the same things today?